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ABSTRACT

An analytical study is made of the behavior of a certain class of
RIC znetwozrks which contain a theoretical nonlinear n'gative capacitance alonCg
with various possible combinations of constant rarivclitiC e'_eMentS that a.-e
certain to b-- present in any physical realizationi of this typo,, of rcapýcitance.

The theoretical capacitor is defizfed. in terms of its charge-voltqge relation-

ship, Le. e -q + be., where e is the voltage across the terminals of
the capacitor, q. is the charge associated with the capacitor,, andu a and

b are arbitary, positiv!5,ý real constants.

This study is directed toward an evaluation off t~he usefulness of a

nonlinear negative capacitance in a network t.1o accowplish either aamplifica-

tion or oscillation or switching.

In order fo-r a netwofrk to be usflas an s"plif-ier., its small-.

signal mode!l nrst be stable. 'Therefore, foxr this part of' the study the non-
linear capacitor is represented by a linear, negative capacitance. *fthe
twenty-four -networks defirný-f for this study only two are found bo'ie possi-

bly stable. Both of these networks, and only these netw.ork's, h&Nve; s posi-
tive ca-pacitor in series -with the assum'ea negative capacitor.

Singuiar point analysis discloses that any of the delined net'wor~ks

may have t-wo st-able equilibrium points. -This is the basic crilterion for a
bistable device, so the conclusion is that nonlinear ca~pacitance, like non-
linear resistance, can be useed effectively to const.-uct v. switching circuit.
Phase plane plots of one of the second order netwoxks are included to illus-
trate SwVitching from, each stable singularity to the other.

:tis proven by phjlase plane methods -%hat .,.' ,ne of the second order
sysrteMS can support, a sustained oscillation. .1n argumen4 bease-5. on energy
relationships and on the nonoscill1atory nat-ure of the SeCond order nietw~orks

is oresent-ed to show that nore W_, the thitr1 ordsr net-c,-rh1s ca~n ser've asezs
ciLliators. Hence,, the results here indicate thaat, unlike npgativc resi-s-

t~a'i-e ngt-iv cpitanc cano be used as the nechanisim by vh-lch Oscil-~
lation is induced in a passive network -ohich contains dissipativye elements.

A nonlinear negative capacitance has been r-ealized, by means of
zt-ronsist;or negative Lipedance converter circuit. F~rnm analysis of th-e

nec ati-ve nmpe-dance con-verter,, the lumpdý maodiel of' the negati~ve capacitance-
±s t~ditodto be anc.1Lnear., fr-,quency-depsndeont resiszt-or irn ceriqs vith

~ :,fr ocTc-dependent neggati~ve capP-citor. %"he IOCIS Of the Clip



of the ccmplex imledance, as a function of frequency, is predicted in this

analysis; this locus was subsequently verified by AC steady state measure-

ments in the laboratory. Although not considered in the analytical study,

the effect of unavoidable stray capacitance was seen in the expericental

results.

The square wave response of the negative impedance converter is

also obtained, and a relationship between the steady state square wave re-

sponse and the values of the model is derived.

iii
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CHAPTER I

NONLINEAR NEGATIVE CAPACITANCE

1.i Introduction

The concepZ of a negative circuit element is not new.

J. L. Merr*ll first reported the idea of using active circuit

elements (i.e., vacuum tubes) to control the voltage-current

relationship at a pair of terminals in order to make the im-

pedance seen at that terminal pair equal to the negative of an

impedance placed elsewhere in the network.l This impedaice con-

verter, or, more descriptively, negative impedance converter,

,w•s ;7ed to obtain negative resistance which was successfully

us--,.-: in telephone repeater amplifiers,

As transistors became reasonably reliable for mass

production, it was only natural that transistor negative imped-

ance converters be considered. J. G. Linvill wrote a classic

paper on transistor NIC's (negative impedance converters); 2

I
J. L. Merrill, "Theory of Negative Impedance Con-

verters,', Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 30 (Jan., 1951),
pp. 88-109.

2 J. %G. Linv.l, "Transistor Negative Impedance Con-

verters," Proc. IRE, Vol. 41 (June, 1953), Pp. 725-729.
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this paper fs pr!marily concerned with rnegative resistance, as

is a later paper by Linvil13 wihich describes the use of negative

resistance as a circuit element to realize various tr7nsfer

fvnctions of an RC filter. Other examples of the use of nega-

tive resistance include a nonlinear phase sh;ft circuit re-
4

ported by Barbiere.

On a more theoretical basis: Larky: presented a

method whereby the effect of undesirable parasitic elements as-

sociated with the NIC might be reduced or possibly elimlnated.

Lundry 6 furnished some basic relationships in terms of the four

terminal network parameters concerning the analysis of NIC's as

well as their practical realization.

1̀ e preceding references .21 refer to a negative Im-

pedance obtained by means of an NIC. However, the concept of

negative linear capacitance (and negative linear inductance)

has been used in the analysis of solid-state masers.7

3. G. Linvill, mRC Active Filters in Whch the NIC
Uses Transistors," Proc. IRE, Vol. 42 (March, 1954), pp. 555-564.

4 R. G. Barbiere, "A Graphical Analysis of a Nonlinear
RC Phase Shift Feedback Circuit," Proc. iRE, Vol. 43 (June,
1955), pp. 673-683.

5A. 1 Larky. "Negative Impedance Converters," Trans.

IRE, PGCT (Sept., ID57i, pp. 124-131.

W. R. Lundry, "Negative Impedance Circuits--Some

Basic Relations and L!mitations," Trans. IR, PGCT (Sept.,
1957), pp. 32-139.

.L. Kyhl, et a]. "Negative L and C in Solid StAta
Masers," Proc. IRE., Vol. 58 (June, 1961), p. 1157, with correc-
tion Proc. IRE, Vol. 60 (July., 1962), p. 1608.
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Much work has also been done concerning negative

elements In general without regard to how they might be

realized. An article by Manley and Rowe8 gives some general

energy relationships for any nonlinear elements; then Rowe 9 ex-

tends this paper to Include small signal analysis of nonlinesr

circuit elements.

F!nally, McDonald and Brachman 1 0 discuss nonlinear

capacitance specifically, although their article Is restricted

to the charging of a theoretical nonlinear positive capacitor.

Various describing-function-type approaches have been

devised In order to apply some of the theory of linear circuits

to the study of nonlinear systems, e.g., in a paper by Thomsen

and Schlesinger11 an approximate solution of a network which

contains ronllnear reactive elements Is obta~ned by use of some

of the concepts of linear network theory.

8J. H. Manley and H. E. Rowe, "Some General Proper-
ties of Nonlinear Elements. Part i--General Energy Relationsr t

Proc. IRE, Vol. 44 (July, 1956), p. 904.

9H. E. Rowe, "Some General Properties of NonlInear
Elements. Part il--Small Signal Theory," Proc. IRE, Vol. 46
(May, 1958), p. 850.

1 0 J. R. McDonald and 4. K. Brachman, "The Charging
and Discharging of Nonlinear Capacitors," Proc0 iRE, Vol. 43
(June, 1955), P. 741.

I1J. S. Thomsan and S. P. Schlesinger; "Analysis of
NonlInear Circuits Using Impedance Concepts," Trans. IRE, PGCT
CT 2 (Sept., 1955), p. 271.
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In Linvlii t s12 paper the NIC that is described is

used to obtain a negative resistance, A plot of the input ter-

minal impedance phasor shows that the terminal impedance is not

pure negative resistance, but that parasitic reactance must be

associated with the resistance. This parasitic reactance is

capacitive for low frequencies and is inductive for high fre-

quencies (above about 50 KC). For a ,otrtain range of frequencies

(about 40 KC to 100 KC) the reactance is small compared to thc

negative resistance. Outside this range of frequencies the re-

actance is not small and the NIC could not be considered even as

a first approximation as an ideal negative resistance.

In the preceding dlscjssio&r reference has been made to

nonlinear positive and '=-•at• resistance, nonlinear positive

capacitance and linear negative reactance. To this writer's

knowledge no work has been reported concerning a physical non-

linear capacitor that is negative for some value! of charge

and/or voltage. The primary objective of this paper i-s to con-

tribute to the theory of nonlinear negative capacitance (NNC) cir-

cuits. Th's is done In two parts; in the first part the behavior

of a class of networks which contain an NNC is studied, and In

the second part an NNC Is produced in the laboratory by means of

an NIC circuit. The first step in this study is to 6,bteln the

basic power and tnergy relationships for the NWr., as weti as tie

I2Llnvlll "Transistor NIC." p. 72'.5.
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natural response of simple two element networks containing only

the NNC and one each positive linear R, L, or C. In this step

one sees the differences as well as the similarities between the

solutions of these networks and the well known solutions of the

corresponding networks which contain only linear positive

elements.

If a useful property of this G.;pacitance could be

established this would be an important additi'on to the circuit

theory of the NNC. Therefore, the rsxt step is to study the

response of a broader class of networks which contain an NNC

to discover whether its presence In these networks makes them

part-icularly suitable to perform certain fundamental and useful

network functitns. There is no doubt that the ideal NNC will

not be physIcally realizable but will have parasitic elements

associated with it; therefore, for this part of the analysis

various combinations of R and L are used in conjunction with

the NNC to represetL lumped models of a pctentially realizable

capacitance.

The results of the preceding analysis depend on the

way the NNC is defined. Since It Is a capacltance it can be de-

fined by the charge voltage relationship at its terminals.

Th!s charge-voltage characteristic m.ust be hypothesized since

no single element Is presently known to exhibit a charanteristic

with the ý'es.!red properties. Negative capacitance is obtained

in this wurk from an active network. There Is some indication



that single devices possessing negative incremental capaCilance

may evefitually be developed.13 Coitsequently, any characteris-

tic that is assumed will be an approximation of an actual char-

acteristic. A cubic charge-voltage relationship is c¢osen tc

represent the NNC in portions of the analysis; in other parts a

piecewise linear curve is used. It Is felt that for some

actu_-! NNC the plecewlse linear characteristic might be a better

approximation than the cubic curve.

A study of nonlinear negative, capacitance must Include

data on a physically realizable capacitance as wc!! as on a

theoretical one. Therefore. an anlysis of a transistor negative

impedance converter, is presented and a prediction is made of the

lumped model of the realizable NNC. This model is subsequently

verified by both AC s-teaGy state and square wa transient meas-

urements. Measurement of the charge voltage cFhar-ro'erstic of

thIs capacitance is discussed and waveforms of the NIC currents

and voltages are shown under small signal and large signal

operation.

1.2 Definitions and Basic Circuit Analysis

of Nonlinear !_.ttlve Capacitance

The term "nonlinear negative capacitance," is very

general and can be construed as an electric circuit element

1 3 C. O. Harbourt, "Lumped Models for Fegative-

Parameter Electrical Devices." to be published in IEEE Transac-
tIons on Circuit Theory.



which dissipates no power, which Is characterized by the

voltage across Its terminals and the charge that has entered

the terminals, and which has a charge-voltage characterist;c

that Is nonlinear and that has a negative slope for some values

of charge and voltage.

For purposes of this theoretical study the charge-

voltage characteristic that is used to describe the UMC has two

semi-tinfinite regions in which the capacitance Is pos~ttve; In

one finite region the capacitance Is negative. Such a charac-

teristic may be expressed analytically as

where e is tho voltage across the terminals, q Is the charge

that has been deposited on one of the plates of the theoretical

capacltor, and a and b are constants. This characteristic

is shown In Fig. I.I. Note that if b = 0 the value of the

I;near capacitor is -1/a.

For the characteristic of Eq. (1.1)2 e Is a single-

valued function of q, so the capacitance Is expressed as a

function of q, Ice.,

C= =~ (1o,2)

Assume that the charge delivered to the NNC Is a

periodic function of time with period T. Then the average

power delivered to the NNC is



F I. .l. CharacterIstic of NNC

'Z7
1, IRbI

Fig. 1.2. Plot of Instantaneous Energy
Stored vs. Charge
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-__t•) , (1 .3)

Since q is period;c, q(T) = q(O) and the value of the integral

[Eq. (03)] is zero.

The average power can be shown to be zero for any

device for which the voltige across the termiJnals of the device

is a function of the charge that has been delivered to the de-

vice; I.e., for q periodic

Now, !f e Is a function of q, the Integration can be per-

formed., and the upper and lower limits are identical, so the

value of the integral is zero. Naturally this does not imply

that the average power dissipated by a resistor Is zero, for

the voltage across the resistor Is not a function of the chiarge

that has been delivered to the resistor, but is a function of

the time rate of change of the charge flowing through the re-

sistor. The energy associated with the RNC is given by the

time integral of power:

=ol = h p i i 2

Equat'ion (1.4) is shown plotted in Fig. 12
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In order to further characterize the behavior of the

NNC consider the combination of the W4NC with one ecch posItivf,

linear R, L, C, as shown in Fig. 1.3.

First consider the circuit of Fig. 1.3(a). Tho

homogeneous equation for this circult Is

or

(1 .5)

This is a form of the Bernoulli 4 equetion; the substitution

x = I/qR leads to a linear equation, for

and

The solution, of Eq. (1.6) is

ILI

2•. ._ rA

14W. J. Cunningham, Introduction to iicnifnear Analysis
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 11ýc.,-T958)y P. 9*Oi7--.f
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R L C

(a) (b) (C)
Fig. 1.3. Simple Circults Containing NNC

Fig. 1.14. Phase Portrait of Network of

Fig. 1-3(b)



4ote, from Eq. (1.7), that, if the Initial value of q is zero

then the constant of integration must be infinite and q 0M 0.

Aiso, regardless of non-zero initlal conditions, the final

valuue* of q = - which Is the point of zero voltage across

the NNC (see Fig. lol). From Eq. (1.7) the current Is found to

be

d•, - _-•Z

0I .8)

Equation (1.8) indicates that the current in the clrcult of

Fig. 1.3(a) decays to zero, as is expected in a source free kC

circuit, but the decay is obviously mere complex than in the

corresponding 1lnear RC case.

The homogeneous equation from the circuit of

Fig. 1.3(b) is

C- - - (1.9)

Singular point analysis discloses that the location and type

of the three singular points of Eq. (1.9) are:

1. q = • 0 ; center.

2. q = 0 • 0 ; saddle.

3. q = 0 ; center.FIX



FqJatio:l (1.9) can be Integrated once if the substitution

dq/dt - p, d 2 q/dL 2 = p dp/da Is made. The resulting equation

after in egration is

S 2 2"

C10) - 2 t - "./ (.

A boandary condition must be specified. When dq/dt = 0, q Is

at Its maximum value, say Q.? and

2 0- _ t

Equation (1.10) becomes

Equation (1.11) constitutes one form of a solution to Eq. (1.9)

since 4 may be plotted versus q for various values of max-

imum charge, Q0 . However, the solution will be carried further.

A plot of Eq. (1.11) has the form shown in Fig. 1.4. Note from

Eq. (1.11) that 41 is Imaginary for small values of cL if

2IQ 2 < 2a/b . It will now be shown that Eq. (i.11) can be put

Into the form of an elliptic Integral.

Rewrite Eq. (1.11) as

Let q(o) Q. hence 4(0) 0. Choose the (-) sign for the

radical so that 1 < 0 for t small. Ass%-me

Q q .t) Q (/ /) $eoorres
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Separate variables and rearrange terms to get

or

,where (.k

The relationship between u and qp is cn u = cos (p where

cn u is the elliptic cosine of u. From Eq, (1.14) it is seen

that Q2•, a/b is necessary for t to be real. This require-

ment may also be seen from the phase portrait since the phase

trajectory must encircle at least one of the centers, Tocateo-

on the abscissa at +\_45 . However Eq. (1.15) indicates thb t
on

k < < c ; If

Qo>-< then >?<

CL p•" S then 4
-/ ~then

2 k2
First consider the case where Q > 2a/b so that k - < 1;

then

-d- F'~~fI c&1 I -4-I
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This Is obviously the case where the phase trajectory encirclps

all three singular points. Next assume .that a/b < Q < 2a/S.

so that k2 > 1. In this case the identity (for k 2 > 1)

I-c)h

may be used to make the charge depend on an eliiptic function

whose parameter is less than one. So

rd -Q _J'r- t-• ..a•L C"' Lý

Where u' = uk = Qo j-t, and the qlliptic functions of

Eq. (1.17) depend on the parameter

The phase trajectory In this case encircles only one center.

Note that the average value of dn u' is not zero (unless

k2 = 1); this est3blishes the nonzero average value required of

q for this case.

Thus analytical exp~ressions have been established for

the expected oscillation of the lossless" LC circuit.

The homogeneous equation for the network of Fig. 1.3(c)

's a non'lnear algebraic equation:

0 (.18)

which Is satisfied by

or
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Equation (1.18) is of little value ;n determining tha-behavior

of the NNC in Fig. !.3(c), since the solution of this equation

yields only three isolated values of charge. The solution docs

not reveal how or whether the charge changes from one value to

another nor does it lend any insight into the stability c6f the

circuit.



C H A P T E R I I

PROPERTIES OF imETWORKS WHICH CONTAIN A

NONLINEAR NEGATIVE CAPACITANCE

2.1 Definition of Networks to Be Studied

The NNC has been introduced In the preceding chapter

by presentation of some voltage and power relationships es well

as source-free circuit responses. It is now desirable to con-

sider the possibilities of the thebretical NNC as a circuit ele-

ment. It is axiomatic that the Idealized NNC discussed in

Chapter I can Pvvr be obtained iin practice; one would expect

some dissiption In any practical NNC (obtained, e.g., by a

negative impedance converter) as well as parasitic positive

capacitance; at some frequencies an inductive effect might be

noted at the terminals of the NNC.

This uncertainty about the lumped model of a realizable

NNC prompts one to consider the ideal NNC In several circuit con-

figurations, assuming that one or more of the circuits will ap-

proximate th3 NNC throughout some range of frequencies and/or

some voltage level. In order to simplify the analysis that

follows, the cubic curve that has been used to define the ca-

pacitor will be replaced by a piecewise linear characteristic.

17
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Active networks are used basically for one of three

purposes: as amplifiers, as oscillators, as on-off devices;

vfz., switching circuits; therefore each of the foliowing net-

works will be studied with regard to its usefulness for any of

these three functions. The type of networks to be studied will

be defined as follows:

1. The basic three-element networks will consist of one

each +R, +L, and piecewise linear C.

2. The networks will be studied with resistive, capaci-

tive and inductive loads.

In order to be acceptable as an zi-aplifier the natural fre-

quencies of the network must be adjustable so that the network

appears dissipative; i.e., initial energy stored In any of the

reactive slements of the network must be ultimately dissipated

by resistive elements of the network, in linear network termi-

nology �his simply says that all the poles of the network func-.

tion must be in the left half of the complex frequency plane.

If the network Is to be useful as an oscillator, then Initial

energy stored In any of the reactive elements must result in a

sustained oscillation. If a network is to b6 suitable as a

switching circuit, it will be necessary that the network have

two stable states. It must be possib-le to trigger the network

from one stable state to the other by applIcatIon of an. appro-

priate voltage or current.
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2.2 Basic Networks and AmplIfication

The basic networks are shown without loads in

Fig. 2.1(a). These one-port-networks represent all possible

combinations of one each R, L. and (p!ecewise linear) C.

The first part of the study will be concerned with

the effect of negative capacitance on the small signal sta-

Hilty of the networks shown in Fig. 2.1(b). It is assumed

here that the capacitance Is always negat!ve and linear, th;

may be accomplished by proper biasing, operation In a limited

frequency range, or restraint on the magnitude of the signal

source.

if each of thG networks of Fig. 2.1(a) is placed in

the configuration of Fig. 2.1(b), It Is seen that there are

twenty-four possibilities. It turns out that twelve of these

possibilities are second order networks and twelve are third

order networks. Since linear network theory applies to the

amplification study, all twenty-four networks may be conven-

!ently Investigated in this respect.

The system used to Identify each rf the twenty-four

networks Is as follows: each network will be denoted by an in-

teger (one through eight) followed by a letter (R, L, or C).

Th3 Integer Indicates one of the networks of Fig. 2.1(a) and

the letter indicates the load that Is placed on thls network

tsee Fig. 2.1(b)].
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__ I •"] , T,

(5

1', 2 ,3 4.!

* cf c/oil I
5 6 7 e

Fig. 2.1(a). Basic Networks

+,L÷ AND Cp i ,,,

SOURCE W/H - or

14N rERMAIL +Z o or

I A-E53/TAANCE _•

Fig. 2.!(b). General Network Used to Study the Effect
of Negative Capacitance
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The charactirlstlc equations of the networks are

found and then inspected for possible right-half plane poles.

The only networks that could be considered as small signal

linear amplifiers are ne-works 2C and 4C (see Fig. 2.2). The

poles of both 2C and 4C will all be in the left half of the com-

plex frequency plane if C0 • C ; this condition insures that

the total series capacitance Is non-negative. Properties of

these networks may be explained as follows. Consider networks

2C and 4C with their voltage sources reduced to zero, and with

L = 0 In 2C and L i in 4C. Both of these networks then be-

come the RC circuit of Fig. 2.3. First, assume that tle RC cir-

cult is driven between terminals a and b; this is the case

where the negative capacitance with dissipation is placed in

parallel with the series RC circutt made up of R and Co. If

the elements are adjusted so that R = Rg and Co = C then

the AC Impedance between terminals ab is
/

At low frequencies the magnitude of this Impedance Is higher
than the magnitude of the Rg - CO combination alone; hence

tne voltage Vab Is higher with the lossy negative capacitance

Included then it is without the capacitance. In this sense

the negative capacitance may be considered to accomplish voltage

amplification. However, another effect Is also seen; note that

Zab is real for all frequencies. The negative capacitance
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F/g C r

MeVawork c0. 110//Wt 0 rkl dkC

Fig. 2.2. Possible Small Signal Linear Amplifiers

CO

Fig. 2.3. RC Circuit
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cancels the effect of the positive capacitor as far as phase

shift between the current and voltage at the input terminals.

Thus the negative capacitance may be used to cancel

the effect of capacitive reactance at terminals ab. Obviously

If R = R = 0 and C = Co the negative capacitance completely

cancels the positive capacitance and Zab becomes infinite.

Now assume that a voltage source Is inserted in series

with the elements of Fig. 2.3. This corresponds to the case

where the lossy negative capacitance is placed in series with

the R9 - CO combination. Since both capacitors are linear the

equivalent capacitance is Ceq CCo/(Co - C). Note that if

C = KC0o K > 1, then Ceq = KZo/(K . 9. The effect of the nega-

tIve capacitance is to make the equivalent capacitance larger

than the positive capacitor, Co. 'This capacitance multiplica-

tion becomes more pronounced as K approaches one, e.g.; if

K = 1.l then Ceq = fl Co. Again for low frequencies and a

given voltage function the current In the circuit will have a

greater amplitude with the negative capacitance than without

It. Thus a type of current amplification is exhibited. The

usefulness of this circuit is not current amplif!cation as such

but is capacitance multiplication. In microelectronic clr-

cuitry the practical deposited capacitance is on the order of

picofarads, so a negative capacitance might be used to signifi-

cantly Increase the possible range of capacitor values.
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2.3 Phase Plane Analysis--Switching Circuits

Considerable Insight into the operation of a network

containing one or more nonlinear elements may be acquired by

means of phase plane analysis; unfortunately this technique is

presently limited to second order systems. Consequently, only

the tweive second order systems are considered In the following

analysis. The cubic charge.voltage characteristic of the NNC

will be replaced by the piecewise linear characteristic shown

in Fig. 2.4. When the second order systems are represented on

a phase plane three distinct cases are observed. An example

Illustrating each of these three cases followis.

Network IR Is shown redrawn In Fig. 2.5 with a DC

voltage source included. The equation for the network is:

/e

or

/ i. d ide (2.1)
/ey dt t.

However e = f(q), so de de Id =de

and I =.! therefore, Eq. (2.1) may be written•/ •

and IR is completely described by the following two equations:

J " (2.2)
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Fig. 2.4. Characteristic of Piecewise Linear
Cap- ci tance

+1 -

Fig. 2.5. Network IR Redrawn for Phase
Plane Analysi s

ePo

Fig. 2.6. Phase Plane Plot of IR
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At the singular points = = consequently

= 0, e = f(q) = 0 are singular points of MR. From Fig. 2.4

It Is seen that there are three points where e = f(q) 0;

these points are at q = 0, q + qx.

To find the types of singularlties Eqs. (2.2) -r:7:

combined:

S_3,"

Near a singularity the phase plane variables can be written as

i = is + io and q = qs + q. where Is and qs are the

values of the variables at the sin ularity and io and q.

are small changes, In order to make the preceding substitution

into Eq. (2.3) the first two terms of the Taylor's series on-

pan..ion for e(q) must be used, viz,,

f~s, (2.4)
also define/CS

so that 7

This Taylor's setries expandion and the definition of CS will

bc used In &ll of the phase plane examples. With the aformimen-

tioned substitutions the system Is descrlbeie, In the llcin~ty

of thB s,.ngular points, by the relationshii
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I tID

a• -•o(2.6)

-The chra-ctcristic routs are:

Ilk 2 -(27),

The three singularities may be alzssif iee -is folio s:

1. At qs qx, Cs > 0; Re[X,,%21 < 0 so the points

are stable nodes, or ,stabie foci if /6- 5

2. A q. s = O, Cs < 0; xi.2 are real and of opposite

.1 gn .s c 4* - p s nt -i a saddle.

A possible phase plane trajectory for IR is sketched

in Fig. 2.6 superimposed or. the assumed charge-voltage charac-

teri st ;c.

Note that, while IR always has two stable states

separated by an unstable state, this circuit Is of limited

value zs a switching circuit since therc is no cbvious way to

cause the switching action to take place. The 3C b!cs voitage,

E, does not appear explicitly In Eq. (2.2) sn It is not easy to

say how much of a change in E would be required to cause i

to change enough to effect a movement from one stable poirt to

t;e other. If this switching were done only the init~al and

firial values of the charge on the capacitor would be switched;

the vo!tage; e, across the capacitor always becomes zero in the

steady state. This would result In a pulse of current flowing



into or out of the capacitor, The other networks that exUi*h

Zhis type of phase plane are 5R and 8R.

Another type of phase plane configurat~on is illus-

trated by network 3R, shown in Fig. 2.7. Tha eqv-tlans fcr

this network are: -'- 'ý *74/

j~ I) . _c

L~L-
~7

//

Singular points occur at

and

= •,, ,G. '(2.11)

Equation (2.11) may be drawn on the assumed e..-q

characteristic of Fig. 2.4 (redrawn In FiS. 2.8) and regarded

as a loadline as far as the 5ingularltles of 3R are c¢ancerndc

for the voltage, ej at the singulariftes !s dteremInrd by

Eq. (2.11). and the voltage across the capacitor at aii times

is determined by the piecewise lineaf charectoristic. Oy using

the concept the loadline the valuss of ciarge at the sin;j-

1Erlties ma•y be found.
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IC e

1?2

Fig. 2.7. Network 3R Redrawn for Phase
Plane Analysis

l /)

Fig. 2.3, Charge-Voltage Characteristic with
Loadline for 3R

27/2

Fig. 2.9. Phase Portrait of 3R
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Note that, in Fig. 2.8p two cases are lndicacd. If

< el then there are three Intersections of the load-

ilne and the e-q characteristic; hence, there are three slngu-

lar points with values of charge qa, qbo q0, as labsled •n

Fig. 2.8. On the other hand, if pt.--- > e1 , the. c; re I

only one singular point with charge qd"

For Case I (three singularities) the characteristic

roots are: / ý.L - - 2 57A2
Z 4 (2A2)

With regard to Case I the following statements are true: (I) If

Cs > 0 at a sinqularity then the singularity is either a stable

node or a stable focus. (2) if Cs < 0 at a singularity then

that singularity Is a saddle point regardless of the relatfve

values of RI/L and l/RsICsI.

For Case II the lone singularity wvith charge qd has

essentially the same properties that the singularity with charge

qc has In Case 1. A possible phase portrait of 3R is shown in

Fig. 2.9 for Case I. Several other networks exhibit ths same

type of loadline and phase portrait that 3R does; these net-

works are: 31.. and 6R, with the phase plane variables being In-

ductor current and capacitor charge, and 2R, 2L; 4R; crid 7,R

with the phase plane variables being capacitor current and

charge,

Note that switching zction could take place in cer..

cu t of this type. if the voltage E Is varia•ie. For cx>lc;
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suppose the system were initially at the state identified by

qa (see Fig. 2.8), and the voltage E .wre increased so that

F > el; this would result in a system with only one

singularity which might be the one identified by qd In the

tigure. The operating point would move from the position on

the left side of the characteristic to the point on the right

side of the characteristic. This would result in an Increase

In the capacitor voltage, e, that could be considerably out of

proportion to the increase in EJ as well as an Increase in the

capacitor charge, q. This Increase in charge will be accom-

panted by a pulse of current with magnitude depending on how

fast the charge changes.

Finally, only networks 2C and 4C remain to be studied

by phase plane analysis. As previously noted, these are the

only two networks that could be made stable for possible small

slgnai amplifiers. It will be seen that the loadlines for

these two networks make them interesting as possible switching

circuits also. Both 2C and 4C ere redrawn In Fig. 2.10, al-

though only the deteiled analysis for 2C will be presented.

The equations for network 2C are:

(L I
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,-.. oKCo •

Cc +TT

CL, 2 C
Fig. 2.10. Networks 2C and ~4C

/ .Case

/

CO-se 2

Fig, 2.11. Possible Loadlines for 2C
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For 2C the singular points occur where = 0 and e(q)

E -, q/Co, As before, the expression for e(q) that partially

defines the singular points may be viewed as a loadline on the

e-q characteristic, except that, In this case, the slope of

the. loadline Is not zero, but is -I/Co. The singular points

must bo on the Intersection of the e-q curve and the loadline

(see Fig. 2.11). There are three possibilities depending on

the values of E. el, and Co.

Again the substitution is made that near each s:ngu-

larity ! = is + i0 and q qs + q.; also e(q) = e(qs) 4.

qo/Cs where I/Cs =. I • Then the ratio of Eq. (2.13) to

Eq. (2.14) becomes

(2.,5)

and the characteristic roots are

= / [- f !L( (2./6)

Equation (2.16) will be used to determire the types of singular-

ities for each of the three cases indicated In Fig. 2.11.

Case I, Three Sinqularlties

In order for this case to exist, it Is necessary (but

not sufficient) that IEI < el, and, in addition, It is necessary

that l!/Cs5 > I/C w'.ere this value of C5 Is the negative value,
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At qa and qcCs > 0 and Eq. (2.16) shows that the choi'ac-

teristic roots for both these cases will always have negativa

real parts; hence, these are either stable nodes or stable foc,-

At qb, however, CS is negative and must be less than Co, so

this point Is a saddle. A phase portrait of 2C is shown In

Fig. 2.12.

Case II. One Singularity on the Negative-Slope

Portion of the e-q Curve

For this case to exist the values in the system must

be adjusted so that l/Co"> 1/jCsjý where Cs is again the

negative value, and also so that E < eI[ICsI/Co)- i] . The

Inequality Is found by considering the values for which the

loadline Intersects the p~ecewise linear characteristic at the

point (qi, - el)(see Fig. 2.11); at this point the equation for

the negative-slope portion of the characteristic Is -el

q/I/Csj, and the equation of the loadline Is -el = E - qa/Co.

If ql Is eliminated from these two equations the value of E

for which the intersection is (q1, - eI) is given; obviously

E must be smalle- Than this value or Case III will resulto A

similar Inequality holds for E < 0. For this case 1 /Cs 7

negative but less than I/Co, so Eq. (2.16) reveals that this

singularity is ei ther a stable node or a stabIG focus.

Case ill. One SingularLty on the Positive-Slop"

Portion of the e-, Characteristic

Phase plane analysis reveals what might be expected

he,-e; I•e., the lone singular point may be either a stable node

stable focus.
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Fig. 2.12. Phase Portrait of 2C--Case I

N!

2' .

/1

Fig. 2.13. Virtual Singularities
Network 2C, Case II



The preceding phase plane analy:.is for 2C wos check

on an analog computer as well as by an jsocline construction

and found to be valid.

Ii should be pointed out here that the !scclin. co;1-

struction of both Case 1H and Case III involves the concept of

virtual singularity. 1 5  In each of these cases the loadline Is

situated so that there is only one real singularity; each of

the other two singularities may be thought of as having moved

Into regions other than where they started In Case I, and, while

they no longer exist as real singular points, they still influ-

ence the phase trajectory exactly as they did in Case byhen

the trajectory is in their region of influence.

The foregoing statements are illustrated in Fig. 2.13

for Case H1. The original singular points for Case I are num-

bered 1, 2, and 3; when the parameters are changed so that

Case I1 results, singularity 2 Is shifted some to 2', but sin-

gularitles i' and 3' are now virtual singularities located by

extending the positive-slope portions of the e-q character-

Istic. Note that, although ]' and 3' are now !n region 2, they

still Influence the phase trajectory In regions I and 3, re-

spectively, in the same way as they did for Case I. Of course,

these virtal singular points would be represented on the q

axis in the phase plane.

1 5Cunn!ngham, p. 112ff.
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Networks 2C and 4C are obviously suitable as

switching circuits; thcy may be irduced to change states

either by a momentary change of appropriate magnitude In E, or

by varying the value of the capacitance Co.

The switching action of network 2C has been demon-

strated by means of an analog computer. The constants chosen

for this study are (see Fig. 2.10) R = 1, L = 1, CO = 1, and

E = .25; for the piecewise linear characteristic the constants

are (see Fig. 2.4) el = 1, q, = ,5, qx = 1, and ICs! = .5.

Select;on of these constants results in three singular point.s

which is Case I, Fig. 2.11.

A phase portrait of network 2C with E = .25 is shown

in Fig. 2.14. From this portra.1t the location of the two

stable feci and the saddle point may be noted. The next three

figures show the results of momentarily changing the magnitude

of E. In Fig. 2.15 a family of trajectories is shown .or dif-

ferent values of E. These trajectories all start at the left

hand focus obtained when E :L .25; thus each curve represents a

step of voltage added in series with E. Timing marks have been

added to the trajectories so the duration of the pulse as well

as the amplitude may be seen. In each case the time from thc

start to the first timing mark Is .38 seconds, a-` the time be-

tween all other timing mark is .85 seconds. So " given

amplitudc of pulse applied to the circuit one may eatimate the

time required for the switching action to take place. The
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i "c

Fig. 2.14. Phase Portrnit of Network 2C
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A�yrnptote

Fig. 2.15. Phase Trajectories for Network 2C for Various
Positive Values of Vohage E



saddle asymptote has also been drawn on the f9Lg tO I':

idea of how long a pulse of given amplitude must be appiled for

switching to take place, if a pulsf of given amplitude in ap-

plied long enough for the trajectory to cross the saddle asymp-

tote and then removed the trajectory will continure t to the

right hand focus obtained when E = .25. This is illustrated

in Fig. 2.17 by the curve labaled Positive Step. This curve

starts at the left hand focus obtained when E = .25; a positive

step o' amplitude 1.25 is aDplied in series with E; at point A

this step is removed and the curve splits into two curves, one

labeied E = .25 and the otiier labe1ed Total E = 1.5. The

curve labeled E .25 is a trajectory of the original systam;

note that It ends at the right ha-nd focus shown in Fig. 2 . 14.

The other curve is included here to show the final state of the

system if the positive pulse Is not removed; thi; curve also

has tim~ng marks from which the duration of the pulse may be

estimated.

The same general remarks made about Fig. 2,15 apply

also to Fig. 2.16. This family of curves Illustrates the re-

suilts of applying negative pulses to the system when it is

initially at the rtght hand focus obtained when ý o25. !r

Fig. 2.17 the curve labeled negative step sho•w the traj ezory

obtained when a negative pulse with an lltude equal to 1.25 is

used to switch the system from the right hand focus to the left

hand focus, the negativie pulse being removed at point 0ý These
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Fig. 2.16. Phase Trajectories for Network 2C for
V2-riout Negative Values of Voltage E
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curves clearly indicate that the system has two stable statels

and that switching from either state to the other one may be

effected by a pulse of appropriate amplitude 3nd duration.

Switching possibilities for the twelve second order

networks have been determined by singulEr point analysis, and

possible trajectories from one stable singular point to the

other one have been shown by phase plane plots. The twelve

third order networks may also be Iive;tigated for possible

switching clrcu!ts. Singular point analysis reveals that all

of the third order networks may have two stable singular points

and one unstable singular point, oil may have only one stable

singular poInt, depending en the magnt'-ude of the bias voltage.

From this viewpoint alone arylof these networks might be con-

slde.-ed suitable as switching circuits; however, only networks

4L, 6L, and 7L would be practical switches since the equations

for the charge on the nonlinear capacitor for these netwcrks

contain a term proportlon1! to the voltage, E. This means that,

for these three networks, not only the location of the singular

points, but the number of singular peints may bc changed by

varyino E. The equations for these networks all have the same

form, so only the singular point analysis for 4L Is Illustrated

be ow.

The equation for 4L Is

% 43 A4-
I tA~g ~~~f~f Z2~((2.17)
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where K = . , . The parameter numbers are indicated

in Fig. 2.18. The location of the singular poInt (or ?oints)

is defined by the following equations:

1. 4= O.

2. .= 0.

3. e = - aq + bq 3 =

Equation (3) above is shown in Fig. 2.19 as a ioadlhne to p5:c-

ify one possible location of the singular points on the o-q

characteristic for 0 < tEl < e, * The characteristic equation

of this network in the neighborhood of any of the three singul~r

polnts Is

jJL, ~ ~ 4. gZ.~ 2.2.S

with qS equal to the value of charge at a given point. Let

qs In Eq. (2.18) equal q% (Fig. 2.19); at this sinq•ilr point

2 _ a/3b < 0, and there is one siqn change of the coefflc!ents
S

of Eq. (2.18) for any values of the circuit elements. Therefore

this singular point is unstable since at least cne of the ro^s

of this equation has a positive real part. When q. is equal
0

to either qa or q., then q5 - a/3b > 0 and ail the coaffl-

cdents of Eq. (2.18) have the same sign. Application of the

Routh stability criterion indicates that both of these singulcr

points are stable due to the characteristic roots at each sin-

gularity having negative real parts. The switching action of

this network, as well as networks 6L and 7L, may be explained
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II

Fig. 2.!8 Network 4L

3 b

Fig. 2.19. Location of Singular Points for Network 4L



in an analogous manner to network 2C, which has beon discussce

in detail in the preceding paragraphs if this study.

2.4 OscIlation

Thus far the discussicn has been prima;F:y corcerneý

with the s~abllity of networks as small signal amplifiers and

with their utility as switching circuits, The question of

stability has been investigated by means of linea.r -ircuit

theory, and the switching possib~iities have bu•,,, lllustrater;

by means of phase.plane analysis. The case for osciilat!oa,

however, is not nearly as straight forward as the ý.ases for am-

plification and switching. There ts no way to tell, in ceneral,

whether a limit cycle can exist for i nonlinear equation. While

there are numerous theorems dealing with the existence of limit

cycles (e.g., see Graham and McRuer, p. 345ff.), these are

theorems for very special cases or theorems which give either

sufficient conditions for a limit cycle or necessary conditicns

but not both.

It might be well to point out again that the question

here conccrning osci!lation is whether a limit cycle can exist

In any part of the phase plane; this is zIgnificantly differený

from the question that arises in control system design la which

the search is for some region of the phase plane for which no

oscillation can take place. Indeed, If the control system de-

signer can find some region in which no limit cycle can exit'.

ho výi I attempt to operate the contr: systara "in this regionW^
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and will be confident that no oscillation can occur. In other

words, if the present problem were approached by the .second

rrethod of Llapounoff, a Liapounoff function would have to be

round that would promise stability of the whole phase plane in

order to say whether oscillation could occur; part of the plane

would not be enough to completely answer the propcsed questioti.

Formal proofs wil: be given to show that none of the

second order networks can support a sustain'd oscillation; how-

ever, it can be intuitively argued tha-t"none of the networks

which contain a resistance can have a variable that os!Illates

without decay. It has already beern shown teat the average power

associated with the nonlinear capacitor .s zero; this is signif!-

cant here, since if the average DC 3npjt power to the capacitor

Is zero, and the average AC output power Is zero, then no energy

conversion from DC to AC can take place. That is, AC energy

cannot be supplied to the network by the battery- NN' combina-

tion. The battery can deliver no AC power to the resistance in

the network, so the AC power consumed by the resistance must

come from the energy Initially stored In the network. Therefore,

the AC energy In the network must ultimately decrease with time.

The LC network of Fig. 1.4(b) has been shown to have an oscil-

latory solution; this ian be true because no energy is taken

from the network, if a resistance were addad anywhere In this

network. p,,wer would be lost and the energy in the system would

decrease to zero.



One theorem that is quite general (for second order

networks) and that reveals some facts about the present pr3biem

is known as tnh negative criterion of Bendixson. The theoram

states that If. the equations of the system are given by

then no limit cycle exists in any region of the x-y phase

plane for which the expression5Ž,K + has an invariant sign

and Is not identical'y sern. Note that the theoram qivo• : suf-

ficient condition that prohibits the existence of a limit zycle;

this is nut a necessary condition. If the etpresslon ax +

changes sign in a region then a limft cycle may or may not

exist in that region. Since partial derivatives are involved,

the continuous relationship between charge and voltage, Ie.,

e = - aq + bq 3 Y will be used in the equations which describe

each of the neaworks, rather thaq the pircewise linear charac-

teristic that was actually used in the phase- plane analysis,

The results of the application of Bendixson's Theorem

to the twelve second order networks ere shoaw I., Table 2.1.

The first case of Table 2.1 is self explanatoy; for the four

networks listed, +-F-.does not Involve either of the phase

plane variables; h"nce, the algebraie- sign Is Invariant over

the whole phase space. Cases 2 and ] of, Table 2.1 may be

;6 N. Mi orsKy, Mon onlInear OscI'lations (Hse' York:
D, Van ,t rand Ccmpany, -n7. , 2



LIMIT CYCLE CONDITIONS NETWORKS

I. Nn limit cycle possible 2R1,eL2C,7R

R!R

2. No limit cycle possible iF a < 3R,3L,4R,6R,8R

3. Nu limit cycle if a < +4C
L Co

4. No limit cycle possible if q2< 3b IR 5R

TABLE 2.1. LIMIT CYCLE CONDITIONS FOR THE SECOND ORDER
NETWORKS OBTAINED BY MEANS OF A CONTINUOUS
q-e CHARACTERISTIC

N,

Re~~ ~ q, I , a ,; /0A-- 1-----'i i II

~i

Fig. 2.20. Piecewise Linear Capacitor Characterist!c

Fig. 2.21. Network IR



considered together since these cases both give relationships

between the circu;it parameters and the coefficient z, vhIch

partially characterizes the NNC. For these two cases Bendixson's

Theorem simply says that If the coefficient of the 1amplnq force

!s always positive there can be no oscillation. if the coeffi-

cient of the damping force is positive for some values of the

variable and negative for other values, then cscillation is Pos-

sible but not certain. Case 4 of Table 2.i gives no new infor-

mation about networks !R and 5R. This s5ys that there can be

no limit cycle for which the capacitance is always negative, A

consideratton of Potncares index results in this same conciu-

sion.

Thus Bendlxson's Theorem is used to eliminate four of

the networks as possible oscillators (Case ,) Table 2.1). The

question of oscillation for the other eight networks will now

be answered by means of a phase planc study. If the charge-

vo)tage characteristic of the noniineer capacitor is assumed to

bo piecewise linear then rhree regions may be defined a shown

In Fig. 2.20. Phase plans trajectories may theoretically be

calculated far any of the twelve second order networks by means

of linear network theory, a given solution being obtained for

each of the three linear regions, and then the three solutions

belng joined at the region boundaries. This approach will now

be used for one ol' the second order networks to show that, re-

gardleSs of where a given trajectory stnrts, it ks inpossible
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for that trajectory to return to Its starting point. The given

trajectory will end up at one of the stable singuiar points for

all values of the network parameters as well as for all values

of ql, qx, and ea. The network chosen for this analysis is IR,

redrawn In Fig. 2.21 with R and R combined into a single

resistor, R. The piecewise linear capacitor Is designated as

C., where p takes on the values 1, 2, or 3 depending on the

region under discusslon,, The value of C is obtainee from

the charge-voltage relationship for each region, which is:

Region 1. C • 9,('fxJ ; / (2.19)

Reg;on 2. e - (2.20)

Region e 3 (2.21)

The network equations, valid for each region, are:

/ ~ = 2.22)

'- (2.23)

First the pertinent relationships for each region

will be listed then the phasm plane calculations will foilow.

Region 1. 1(0) = 1o, 4(0) = Qo

CharacterIst;c roots: I 1) 2 .2- 2c,) - i

o,< 0 )• < .



L e fF2(2.24;'

si, , 5-, j (P2. 26)

If the airularlty at (q qr I = 0) is a node then the slope

of the asymptote as t -I- c is S2 (qx + q\) 1nd n d

the asymptote at t -++ • is sl(q. + q).

Region 2. q(O) (0, (0)

('aracteristlc roots: ";/ c f.

-= -•>o-Z,7 -. _ 7 •i,_ €•,••

•: •,!4- ) e !

-a _, i-,•, ,.•.;•

Asymptcte. of sedd!e:gp= s, 4 -e+ cc

a s -t - c-
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Region 3. q(0) Q= , 1(0) , Io

Characteristic roots: z-- 2 'C

but C3 = Cl so characteristic roots are same as for Region I.

r~

2- j, E - 0-(2-30)

S- , .. (2.32)

If the singularity at (q qx, 1 0) Is a node then the slopes

of the asymptotes as t becomes 1.,rge are the same as for RI.

The phase plane Is shown fn Fig. 2.22 along with the

e-q characteristic of the capacitor. Also shown in this figure

are possible asymptotes for the saddle point and the values of

current at which these asymptotes intersect the boundarles of

Region 2. Refer to this figure for the following discussion.

Assume first that initial conditions are such that

the trajectory starts In RI (Region 1). There zre three possi-

bilitles:

1, q decays to -q., never leaving RI.

2. q enters.R2 at sume time t1  but returns to RI be-

cause I(t 1 ) < - p 2 q, the Intersection of the saddle

asymptote with the boundary beiween RI and R2.
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Fig. 2.22. Phase Plans Plot of Network IR
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3. 7 enters R2 and passes through to 23 If

,) > - P

Tn sinSularity at (q = 0) Is either -stb iq ;P o;

4 stable focus. Obviously If the trajectory never Tcav-s R!,

there can be no limit cycle around this singuiarity.

AIss urme that poss bi f-) i- h,:- occurred; , trj y

V,,ves I., ei ters R2 and returns to R I Tho m i 1 1mum v!m ue that

th. h urent can have when re-entering R? is - pi ; at this

value of current q - qI" With these values as initlal condi-

Sons it s tesi red to find the value of current when tfh e hr-•e

reach-s - q•. This occurs in the time it takes for e to qo

from es to zero. To find this time set Eq. (2.25) equal to

zero e t = t 2 ;

- ) L D, (2-.33)

Insert t2 into Eq. (2.26) and get S2

> (2. 3ý4

spow spose that the singularity at (q qx' 0) 1s a ,ode;

0 "• C!, :tatements may be applied to Eq. (2.3ý)

,- imUst b re,

q- 0) <



2' 2)

6. s 2(q×- ) 1 ± 74 > -

S i ( q - i ) + p q , > 2 ' ..

7 , . (,q x- ) < St(qx- q ;

0 (5 -q i is the a n t erse ct ion o f thc n ode ~y:po•2° s2 1 ' .. .

and the boundary of RI as t -

51( ) is the intnrsectIon ZK h reof c :s -oG

and the boundary of R1 as t -* +

A possibe tra Jecto,/ saotisfy In a t ements t u` ,.ou 7 " '

shown in rig, 2.23, Aiso shown are the asymptotes v;th n::.-

sections specifled by Statement 8. ',ith referencc to .,

note t .t ;f s 2 (qx-qI) < - pIqI then the trajectory co Id 3- 1

the slnquiar point only at t = e; this condition is provented

by Statement 6 above, The important thing here 1s that the node

ssmptotes are solution curves which e.tend throughout 21 andl

since no solution curves may cross, it is impossible for any

trajectory which enters Ri to do anything but approach the sin-

guior point. Similar statements may be made obout the sing•uer

po!nt in R3; hence, the conclusion to b drawn Is that there

c,•n e -no iiT-t cycle if the two stable singularities nre nodeS.

r r',• r:, a Imn nder of this dIs-,,usasIon wt wi I be a suied 5mhet

s -se. pllane contains two st.-blc foci anr,! ote saddIe point.

C14t Ions (2-33) }an (2,. 34) may be r -wrItten ,s

( 3( 5,
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i is now desi rab le to fI nd Vh-iý rtix 'i vah~ ci n_ i -

rrt t h at c~. t r~jco~ a ~ I ~~Zv~~

(chosen for con ven Ienc) and st I h "Pl Po~s b i~ I

tr et the epquatjon for R; wl th i~ !7 - r~ V r s e C t ! t hb

tra; ctor wl im v fromr igh "o c f t-1n tli p hý

s Pe p I a e Then, with initl,'31 conditi ons % -

r ~~ fln'd th-a tlne p t3, that 4~tk~' o ot ~o

P~ )t I !to the equation for i 'w It.' t I -,o1 r ,,V,ý,r~~ .1

t.n-: t th.? ctrrent obta1ne4 In this wa~y 15 the~' n>-17.-.to 1 tho

*2~ ~iret ice f t y he n W hen

;½tV,!o Is made i t turns ou~t t hnt

2r
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•.ahcre geijen, sI --< + 3/3 ends2 - -if rd

1'(t3)1 >1 > (t2)1I( . 9

This con:clus~on demonstrqtes that there can be na i'mlt. ry-jý

around the focus as well &s that possibility 3 cannot result if

possibility P_ exists initially. If Initial cor~ditions are such

that thýý trajectory passes through 'th4 point I (t3) thet:n thIn

preceding anclysis gquarantees that when the trajectory hsgone

t-hrough 180 degrees It will be neearer the sinqula-r point th;ýr

!'-f. .a. ... 3 T e 'ra c o y car n~evear ret r ace, I z,• ef no

tn•+¢ t o, h k,.+ w ed t he spi ra Il sIn c i,• t he t % ) Do Toin t s 1n C

v.,. ...L sp fs s /u s

t ion are 130 degreeý+s apart. ist may also be said that there can

be no limit cycle around the singular point I sn R Jue to the

symmetry of the problemo

zhisbconIcuson ,ademo.nstt s t b tere scuns e fn a I mIt cy-

c'roni hexts for ths possibility then It etcircyes 3 an ll three

r:uine- polints. The Inltia cycle w; i1l pai s throun the point

,• .. . ' = Z > 4tql (sý.s Fig. 2.22). It- vii II bea shown that-

it o rrajectory passes through the point 11. encircles the

pre eing anulyrpoints and returns to intersect the inet q gone

e! n•o ri•i cce arount at th s ingter secp t ion R3 ue t te5
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than the value I. It is actually not necessary to trrcv the

trajectory through a complete revollvtion due to the siymmotry of

the capacitor characteristic. If a closed trajectory passes

through the point q = q, , i = I then It must also pa•ss

through the point q = - q, t i = - I. Project bcckwards from,

=I , q q to the ordinate, the trajectory wili intersect

the ordinate at some i(tO), Project backward-s from I =T

q q- to the ordinate; the value of current at this tntcr-

section Is - I(t ). The statement to ,. p t f tr. 1h

is to be no limit cycle, Is thar t f • trIfoctory i;h r. i'u3h

the point q O 0 = i(t ) then when the" trojectory has none

through 180 degrees, q = 0 aga;,n but I > - I(to) This

proof Is done by provin9 that if -- given trajectory passes

through the point q = 01 = i(to) then a second, trajectory

can be found that prevent5 the given trajectory from r am:hlnq

the point q= 0 , I - i(t 0) 5ince trajectories c;nnot cros5

one another In the phase plane.

First, choose any value of 1 > plq,; with this v/ale

of initial current and Q. flnd f(to) and i(td)

(Fig. 2.22). Find

7r -

and
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where by I - ) and + a

Asum tha a secn tra._jetr is treda

•- I.-<This,< trajectory• 1neset the ordinte

an.d- n-ýt e na t2Jt~~~~' /" /, -- , " r tý'•'<. i

also ale .e

2:-(29-4-)

Now a possible t~rajectory may be drawn through the points dle-

fined by To .(t d)) and i(to).

Assume that a second trajectory is started at q =q,;

1 . This trajectory Intersect~s the ordinate at I(t )

and intersects the line q q qx at i(tu) (see Fig. 2.22).

Thes-e values are;

-,, ,(2.43)

7 7 -
( 2 . 4 6 )
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where, in R3, s1  -Cx + a9 , n _ d

Now it remains to be shown ; i(tx)i < li(to)l and

1,(td)< Ii (tu)1; if this is true then the original trajectory

must intersect the negative half of the ordinate at some i (ty)

which is greater than - i(to).

First, compare li(t.)I [Eq. (2.44)] with l1(to) l

[Eq. (2.42)] ,.(

., •l....- ... (;2. 47)

It has already been established that

I > plq 1  and IPl > iP21, so

I > IP2q1I ; also plql > 0 end P2q1 < 0

so for any value of I it is obvious that

I - IP2 qlI < ' + 1p2q11

and

i+ plq! > I-plql

so inequality Eq. (2.47) is indeed true. Then compare li(td)1

4 24.1)3 wi th li(tu)1 IEq. (2.46)]

x 
(2.48)~



F
First consider the exponential terms of Eq. (.AS)

but 0 < k < X and 0 < p < w so )X + p < 2g and 3x - (K +

> , therefore

0> 1

and ( (

> e 9 .

In comparing the terms under the radicals !n Eq. (,e. 4 8), it is

only necessary to consider

o427 c (2.50)

Now i Is considered positive for this example and a > 0

(x- ql > 0 so inequality Eq. (2.50) Is )vlously true for any

I. Inspection of Eqs. (2.48), (2,49), and (2.50) clearly indi-

cates that 1(td )! < I tuf) . Thus no limit cycle can exist

for network iR. This also applies to network 5R, which is es-

sentially the same network as IR.

Six second order net-,orks remain to be considered as

oscillators; of these, network 8R may be eliminated immediately

since the equations for 8R for each linear region have the same

form as the equations previously discussed for IR. The equa-

tions for these two networks are listed below.

* .~ . ~
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letwork !P,

/1 6 <Cd 'X-> (-51nC"

.4' , , (a.52)

Network 8R. (The resistor In series with the source ',s RI)

o - " t. 5-•

4VI

corresondin euton C,( ed,4 to / set - (2I54l)

,,;; i, -

EZ i ~ -'(2.55)

0 (2.56)

Now if a set of numerical coefficients Is chosen for the e.uz-

tions of 8R then~ the parameters of IR may be selected so that

corresponding equations of the two sets are Identical. Not@

that l/LCp(lR) may be made equal to Rj/LC p(K14- R2.)(8R) and

then R of lR may be varied to make

The equations for each of the other five second order

networks arz similar to the equations for ng work IR except for

the Inclusion of a constant term which is proportional to the

appiled voltage, E. It can be shown, however, that with a

simple transformation of variables the -.,!yzi; just complete•

for IR applies to tnese networks also. The equations for

: --- • - ____-_..__..__..____-_ .,____- , ,.L, • .' •I
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- R ~e p re ;e n r Pd a~ 5~ a 'I r) x ¼ t rae t i5

ansformation Thf euat lons fcr 3R are:

" - ' '" -A"A .;\ 7i L/r a(2. 7

- - .,C, . ••-7"/ " - 258) 7

-')/ /1 4•y

S/2 -• I . , ' / (2.6 •0 ) •

the preceding equt ;ons then become:

, {. lij (f'- ' " •ll / "< =- o (k.2.6 )

Note that each equat:on of network IR may be made identical to

one of the Eqs. (2.41). (2.62), or (2.63); thus the l-x phase

plarne can heve no limit cycle. 'o go from the I-x plane to

Ohe i-q plane, h,wever, each point of the I,-x plane Is dis-

placed horlzontally by an amount that Is proportional to the

voltage E (see Eq. (2 60)H. Since all of these displacements

are horizontal ýid o. the same ma.gnitude It follows that If

Eqs . (2.61). (2.62), and (2.63) caqnot describe a c. -soa tra-

jectory then Eqs. (2.57), (2.58), and (2.59) cannot describe r

closed ir.l'ect r,, either. In other wnrA' the trrt•sf'ormatin-,
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1

'-,; . 2,'.t ; idcet ýd . Eq. (I., smOurt$ to rescal i.,- the

absc is a of hbe system d ýScrlLed by Eqs. (2. 7), (. 56), and

T. 'h- Thus ;v• coc.iusi, n r c'c,-.-d here is t,.d! there car, be

no o:c I latory so.,tIon of any of the second order networks for

,ny values of the circuit parameters -.r ft-r any values of ql,

q., or e1 "

It n•as not been proved rigorously whether a limit

cycle exists for any of the third order systems; however, the

I ntuit.ve argument based on the consumption of AC energy by the

resistance Of Lh/ SSteM applies to the third order networks.

That is, without a source of AC energy all oscillations in any J

of tUte networks must eventually die out... I
Another argument concerning oscill~tlo. In the third I

order networks Is as foi nws. Let the source resistance in all

of these networks except 4L be Initially infinite. Then network

3C becomes the RNNC c~rcult of Fig. 1.3(a) whiý.h will not os-

c i lIate; 5L and 5C become the LNNC circuit of Fig. 1.3(b) and

witl oscIllate because they are lossless. The remalnlng net-

works become identical to second order networks for which os-

cillation has been shown to be Impossible. how, if the source

"resistance Is allowed to become finite, a dissloative element

Is essentially aJded to each of these rnetwcrks. Networks 5L I
and 5C will not oscI I late since they will tic, longer be Ics5e! s;

If the remaln!ng networks wll not oscillate without the source

,es!stanc- then certainly the addltIon of tLis rsi stance #il I "
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.-•ot •. ,e osc-llI t% c-r but will ad'd to the dinip+nq that is

already present. The same argument oppie. to netwrrk 14L ex-

cept a different resistance Is conoldered In!tIally Infinf~e.

The preceding arguments con be used to predict with

rea aneble Lertainty that no sustained Qscllation can occur In

any of tho third o.der networks.

IP

:1
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C S A P T E R I I

:i
TRANSISTOR NE1ATIVE IMPEDANCE t

CONVERTER LIRC'Uf!

In this chapter date taken from a transistor nagmtIve

".• ;.;ice converter (NIC) will bi preiented. The NIC Is do-

ilgned ro that, |dealli, the lumped model "een at Its terminals I
Is a negative capacitance. Of course, this Ideal model canL t

be obtained; some dlssipat~on Is expected to b- assoc.leted with

the modal as will as shunt posi$tiva .apacltance. It Is the

purlose of this pert of the study to Investigate the parasitic I

Jective Is to obtain the charge-voltage characterlitic of this

capacitance for comparison with the theoretIcal characteristic

previously assumed.

1.l The Basic NIC

The NItC circuit chosen for thi study of nonlinear

reactance wAs suggeated by LinvIll.1 7 The basic circuit,

I LInvlil, "Iransistor Negative Impedance Converters,"

p 725.

68
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,o...P!ete wlth blasing network, is Snown !n Fig ,.I, an d tIle

AC p~ortion of the circuit Is shown in Fig. 3,2

The network of Fig. 3..? may be simplfie• somewhat

before tl.e quatl*-_-: e operation of the circuit Is discussed.

C2 and CS can be mad@ large enough so that their reactance

is negliglbis at all frequencies of Interest. wh;,;I places . ,

Z,, and R 7  in parallel. Since the input Impedance. Zin, Is to

be equal to (-ZL), neither R'3 nor R7 need be presert In the ex-

pression for Zin. One mIght consider, then, the possibility ot

saking ti-e parallel combination of Rf3 and R, much larger than

the Imisdance of Z~, thus assuring that Z, is independent of

R 3 or R 7 , ftere are practical limitations to the maximum re-

sstance of both R3 and R7 From Fig. 3,.1 it can be seen that

Increas!-; R, or R 8 Increases the necessery DC .upply voltage.

-11
stabillty considerations; since Rf7 aid R 3 are In the base cir-

cu ts of the transistors these re-.ilor are preferably kept

very low fo,- bias point stability purposes. Emitter resistors

RI and R6 are chosen as large as the supply ve)!Lava will permit

In order to improve stA;ity. Noilce that C, produces regen-

erative feedback so the circuit would almost certainly oscil-

late were it not for the dep.neration provlded by R, and Rf6 ,

The upshot of the praced ng discussion Is that it Is not prac-

tical to mako any of the resistences so large the they may be

negi;c'ted In analysis.
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C5--I [

R#• < T>4

I 1
'-I -.- u

"1% 1-4-
Fig.CougpIet* Basic NIC Circuit

:~~ ~ 1 gig",'c::.
R - iii'4

CS

Fig. .2. AC Portion of the basic NIC
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A brief disr.ussion of the operation of the circuit

fulll0• (see Fig. 3.2). A current flows Into the liput terrri

na!I --f the etw-ýo.rk: th'-. cause!• currenit tn I l.I-w lut Of the cn t -

lector of TI, re-ult!n in a rise In collc.(.: voltage. This

riso Is coupled to the base Qf 12 by capacitor C2 c&u Ing the

collector voltage of T,_ to docr*4se. This dee.rease is coupled

to the base of TI, and current flows up th.-ough A, resu;timn in

s voltage, E, across R, with the polarity sh-wn In Fig. 3.2.

Thus Zn =. EiI Is nLgatlve. The network parmeters are aejusted

so thai Zin --.KZL, Hence the positive Impedance ZL 16 "con-

verteJ' to a Cortitant K ti;res -ZL over some range of fre-

quencies.

3.2 An&lLsII a.ýd Design of the NIC

A circuit analys;s b s o 'd -r t!.. , . ,

model of the trsnsisLo," [f'g 3.3(a)] very qu'ckly predi-ts the

possibility of negative Zin but does not yield enough infor-

motion to choose values of all resistors. The transistor mocel

actually used in the analys'4 Is the h-ps reseat r-sma)1 signal-

low frequency model ihfwn In Fig. 3.3(b); this model cain be

s:mplifled [see Fig. 3.3(c)) sir.ce ft-r practical transistors

to Is very sml9I and Its effect can be neglected, also hoe Is

large enough that its effect can be ntIlected. Transistors with

an ax cutoff of 8 mc (Texas instruments 2MNI18A) are used in the

experimental NIC, so for frequencies below about 75 KC hie and

hfe are essentially reel.
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The NIC notw.nrk i redrawn I-i Fig. .4 with the

0! Su-pt ')n nat ai I ca 'a- trs except I 1  are fat 'c crioo .h thet

tý-e~r effects are neqli kible at the 1owest freouencv of opera-

tiorn (which is to -e detprmined). Routin-e nodal anaisfs vl.id.

the fo! IowInq expression fur Z1 n

The only prcvlously unrmentioted ass.urmption nce ssary to arrive

at Eq. (3.I) Is

» :4,/i.,: .) C (.2)

It should be nuted here that, as long as the assump-

tion of Eq. i3.2) is true, Zin ctnteins no terms dependent on

transistor 2; hence, no trerslstor matchin9 is required. HIw-

ever, Y. will contain a cL-pacItance, so the inequci ity sets a

":ow frequency limitation on the circuit. With C I ýif it

turns out that this inequal itv • ii be true even for zero fre-

quency so In th!s case no Icw-frecruency I it is imposed by

Eq. (3.2). As Co is decroased In value Zhe lower frequenc¢

Ii. i t Increases.

%. Is posslble to choose the circuit re$stances so

that only he terms In Eq. (3.1) wnicn. are multlp ied Ly FCl

are signi i cant. This, of course, a I Iowz. cne io c._vce• ,C1 I - d

,•8!e ~ r, ;nacpendent of CI a T b e e V t~,,,s h• ,al e- 1



I e, 7 Itri n .r a I w r? tv r n ',cn A , we !T 1, 1 t ,r q i1i f ji r q ¶

(ie c c t I l raCd i h e. ,- r , ar n nptFrb ! ! weaf t e 'edu w t

Tektr onix Type " I7, curve t racer and at for YI1 S1A Iransi Stu3r

""il I. mP a nd V 20 V Wi t f e v lueI s I ro0

le - i t L-rr. s out t r,s et Z I may be si m l I tied st i I I further,

S:C vi with these valurs

Sc !>, is f Ind s imp! if ed to;

Some char'ac terist cs of Z [Eq. q })) 4 ->

The t o,,inIrearities of 'Ii and hf I a -. p c> n n Z

nenre a•n attempt to achieve l-rge voltage or current swi..qs at

the ter rnals of the N iC w. II be gccompanied by nonlineer be-

havior of ZII, also, the chnice of Q point can effect n -

2. As long as the transistjr h parameters are real the

ora l frequency dependent term In :. is 7 The reasc i that Zo

is assumed fre:uericy dJ ident Is that "L it a capacitor In

:nI S study.

Assumii bf I and hi reason.ably constant, I n he ti the

form

- , ,- - .I

cr re r i s t, e t e r,n a p pea a s i n • rq e wI hi t f c., n v r rt e d i -

psce . This suggests tha, one m.nh' V- y . ..

p~C-e~ aw' Co c Pcr 0L O0 ra I
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4 . qua:l,-) (F ' ) Indicates -. at Zo (see F .q i ratheI

than ZL. is converted to a negative Impedance; therefore, It is

rneýef-sary to consider Zi, as a function of Z, before any compen-

sating network car, be incorp ,rated Into the system.

Consider ZL as a pure capac;tlve reactance attribut-

able to a capacitance Co; then Z. = R31R 711XCo Fcr brevity

let the perailel combination of R 3 and R be called Rp. W1 th

Z. written in terms of C. and Rp, Zin becomes

Y' '7 ""_Y 4

7',,- _______ _- (3.6)

* or

' - K. - j (.7)

Equation (3.7) Indicates that both the real part and the Ima-

tg •inary part of Zin are sensitive to frequency changes, at least

• throughout some frequency range. The theoretical locus Of Zin

(Co = I pf) is shown In Fig. 3.5, along wlth the locus of an

SIdeal negative capacitance and also the locus of a positive re-

sistance In series with a negative capacitance. Thus this Zin

i ~does exhibit a negative ce.pacltance effect, but the Parasitic
resistance associated with the capacitance and the low frequency

il tlimitation make some sort. of compensating network deslrab', if

this imoedance Is to be used as a circuit eteme rit.

, A plot of the impedance uf tie actual NIC (uncompen-

sa E ed) is shown in Fig. .8. TnIs p!ot differs From the

I 4
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.1,n76 I

~~a cJ4260cps t..iI

-IZ; -- 73 5C- - l=/O ..
Fig. 3.5. Locus of the Phasor Zin hIti CO - I pf

T K+ a) <o

7

7:in----------

Fig. 3.6. Comp;ete NIC Model

T I

z I

Fig, 3.7. Mle~sr.!.•ert of Phas~r Impedance,
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• 5-o cpS

icoj

/00

IO~

OO

"0 ýd /

Fig. 3.8. input Impedance Plot of the NIC
(Co = I ptf)



thenttt;Lal Impedance locus In th-'t the effects af unavoidable

shunt capacitance are present In the actual plot. The actual

locus compares favorably with the theoretical locus for frequen-

cies from about 200 cps to 2 KC; at this frequency the shunt

capt:itanca begins noticeably to shift the phase of current

with respect to voltage and the two plots begin to differ. The

complete MIC model Is shown in Fig. 3.6.

For the experimental NIC (CO -- IAf), the constants of

Fig. 3.6 are as follows:

s=(y < ~'y t2){'C( -o

f4 9f/(7 Yý - 1,

14 + 37 X 1

S2.

Now consider the frequencies for wh'ch K2 a,
2 >> jK1 and

K c. >> K4. Th, first Inequality Is true for f > 770 CP*, and

the second Inequality Is true for f > 300 CPS; therefore, for

f > 770 cps:

6V~ -~*(3.8)

• /

, i =1 ... ........ • i ' 1 • i i ii(3 9 )
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Equations (3.8) and (3.9) Indicate that, excluding the effects

of sht:it capacitance and assuming that the h parametors re-

ma!n real and constant, Zln looks like a 110 ohm resistor In

series with a negatlv* capacitance equa: to 2Co.

The circuit used to measure the phasor impedance Zin

Is shown In Fig. 3.7. The termirml voltage of the negative ca-

pgcitanc* is VBG Aml the current is -VAG/lO0; the phase angle

between current and voltage Is measured with a dual-trace os-

cilloscope.

3.3 Compensating Networks

Although not directly pertinent to This study. a brief

discussion of possible compensation is preuei, ea here. This com-

pensation Is based on an Inspection of the expression for Zin

[Ea. iq6'il. Fnr a more theoretical aporoach to compensation of

negative Impedance converters the reader is referred ii the

literature.18

The first step in Improving the !ocus of Zin wIl! be

to put a resistance in series with Co, resulting In Z_ shown In

Fig. 3.9. The Incluon of :,o will result in a negative-

resistance term in Zin as well as a positive-resistance term.

The va'ue of Ro w!ll be chosen so that the real part of Zin

will be reduced. Wltn Ito Included,

I8Larky, p. 124,
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Fig. 3.9. Z. with Comrentating Resistor

cLJ~oRe

Fjq- 3.10. Locus Of Zin. with FtO Includtd

-2.6C,

F19. 3ýii- Co~pansat~cJ WIC
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where
z ~ ~ v !R 4- .ZW o

Now If R0 Is chosen so that

or

for this value of Ro

:2 ~ ' P(3-11)2 - f-

With the parameter values given in Table 3.1, ¥a - YcP < 0 so

Z i has the form

, Z..) K,4 > (3.12)

The locus of this Zin :s shown In Fig. 3.10. Note that, with

ft Inciuded, the locus of Zin Is sirm.lar to the locus of a con-

stant (-R) in parallel w!th a constant (-C). Furthermore, the

value of Iot is Independent of Co, but depends on the transistor

parameters hfj and hil.

Now refer to Eq. (3.10) and investigate the frequen-

cies for wblch wu2 Co2Y_-2 RPO >> (Ya - YCRP)2 For this NIC the

Inenuall y above is valid for f > 260 cps, so this frequency
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limitation will be placed on the HIC and Zin wltl be simplified

Y4L - YC el-•• 74 --
, -,c Yp'g 4•' (b.,3)

or

-3.l i

1<3 >)

It was mentioned *. rlier that the Iccu5 of Ztn with

0R looks I;ke (-R) In parallel with (-C). This prompts one to

examine Yln In order to remove the paresitic resistance. For

f > 260 cps,

Y' -,,,- ,17 RP) - ,-,,••.

Since Ya - YR_ Is negative the real part of Von

will be negative. Obvlously, if a positive resistance a, P

equal to 1Y - YcRpI/Yd Is placed across the Input terminals

of the NIC, the parasitic resistanc* will be canceled out and

Figure 3.11 displays the rompensatid KijC w'h the

values of resistances needed to effect tha impodaý;*e conviorsion.

Note that neither compeasatl'- resistor dapends oa Co. A capae-

Itor Is Included In series with the 730 ohm resistor, A1 , So

the DC biasing of i0,. transistor will not be upset. Equation

(3.16) Iw.plies that the compensating resistors -oil! cause the I

-t
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terminals of the NIC to look like an Idea; ne-ative capacitor;

of c:,urse, this will not be true for two reasons: first, a very

ilmple low freqiiency, linear modal of the transistors was used

In the analysis and design of the NIC; second, both Ri and Ro

are dependent (at least) on the trantistor parameters hf and hi,

so Q point, nagn~tude of driving -ource, and frequency affect

the optimum values for R and Ro. The effect of compensation

(for a fixed Q point and driving-source magn!tude) is sketched

In Fig. 3.12. Note the frequencies at which Zin Is purely capac-

!live and at which Zin Is real, both with and without comptnsa-

tion, and with Rf, only. Several points can be madie .oncerning

compensation of the NIC. Firs; consider the Intersection of

the three loci of Fig. 3.12 w!th the real axis; not only is the

a ... &..I. .... W. n .... M I I Y W L.... •. VU

the useful frequency range of the negative capacitor is Increased

j by a factor of three. Second, the reduction In the reai part of

Zin Is In evidence at the intersections of the !ocl with the

imaginary axis; although the capocltive reactance is difterenf

for each of the loci, the frequency is elso different so that

at this Intersection each of the loci represcnt a capacitance

of approximately the same value (3.5 pf). Finally, note trat

the largest part of the compensation Is accomplished by 110.

The measurements fer Fig. 3.12 were made with Ro r 220 ohms and

R 1  = .;0 ohms (680 + 100), since these were readily available

in standard resistor values in the l4b; It if presumed that

this compensation mighL be Improved if desired.
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3,4 The NIC Used As a Circuit Element

The data presented in this section are intended to

demonstrate the use of the NIC as a circuit element, The NIC

is placeu ;n tne circuit showr ;n 1Ig. 3. 1 land the drivinq

point impedance Is measured as a function of f-ecuency. This

cirruit is chosen to illustrate that it is possible to eff-ct

capacitance cancel lation by using the NIC. If RI Ro R

and CI Z Co = C then the impedance of the RC circuit is rral

at Oll frequencies and is

C(3.•I

The Impedance cl the NIC is measured arJ plotted in Fig. 3.'?.

From approximately I kc to 3 kc the NIC looks like a resistor

with value slightly less than 100 ohms in series wi~t a nega-

tive capacitor with value of 2.5 ýf. Therefore, values o, RI

and C, are chosen a; 94 ohms a:-d 2.5 pf, respoctively. The

impedance of this series RiC, is also plotted on rig. 3.13.

These values are used to piot Eq. (3.17).

Then the NIC is placed In parallei with tiie series

RIC,, and this impedance is measured and plotted. it can be

seen from the figure that the reactive component of the imped-

ance is indeed smal I throughout the frequency range considered.

Obviously, neither the tv'o capacitors nor the two res stcrs are

exactly equal at all these frequencies, but the cancellat!cn

effect can be seen. Further,'ore, since the measured curve

aqree fi: rly we t ti- theore:tical plot of zi,7 E. F q 7
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'I t;.e assurmpliori tnit the NIC Is a circuit e&ernen-. which coasistsi

of a cornstcit resiltance ;n series wlth. a constant negoti-e

capacitanct (see Fqo (3.9'1 1s reasole!.ly - d.

3 45 Sure Wave Neisure'nents

A 1 umped mcdel ef the YNC has 'een predi:ted from

analysl- of the NIC, and this model has been verified through-

out a certain range of frequencies bý mean- uf AC steady state

measurements. This ,ncdel will now be used to calcu!atr the

transient response of a circuit which contains the NNC. Values

S:for fnese calculations will be obtained from measurements made

on the circult.

* A square wave oscillator is apolled to the NIC, a5

shown I "9igs. 3.!4(i),(b); some response waveforms are shown

in Figs. 3.14(c),(d). With the amplitudes Imp!ied In F;g. 3.1k

,r~th in ... . .. . , Cu =I*L ng i- a reasona•!) y :,'near mode,; i the

driving-source magnitude is Increased the mode of operation

naturally becomes nonlinear and distortion res.,lts, this will

be discussed !ater.

The presence of negative capacitrnce at this square

I wave frequency (2 KC) may be seen from Figs. i1 4(c), (d). Note

th3t w;,i le the sour.'e voltage Is a positive constant the cur-

rent is p.,sittve and I not quite consta t bu• is increasing

,ery siightly. Throughout this half period, ho. tver, tne NIC

termiral voitage is decreasing almos linearly.
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The purpose of this section of the discussion is to

SInterpret these waveforms In terms of the lumped model of th-

XI;; ibe.n r ,itn Cx" the bhunt capacitance is neg-

'acted here. The values of RA and Cx are assumeJ to be constant

a)though this is not strictly true Since the transistor parameters

will very some even in the small-signal case.

iith this magnitude of driving voltage the current and

voltage waveformns exhibit half-wave symm.try, so it will only be

necessary to disc:iss the half cycle for which the source voltage

Is +F/2. At this time It is also convenient to indicate the

sOlutigr) for v,n of V1g. 3.i5(a) which is the circuit of

Fig. 3.1'(a) with the external resistances combined and with

the 100 ;if capacitor omitted since its only purpose is to block

DC current. The sturce is also considered a step function of

Vol It Thp it!C *'' crCS3 t j .e, aL ;ve I-pc o r is

V, as siow . This network !s easily solved by standard tech-

rniques to yield:

'r~ A~'I (3.8)

a-d

vJ)) -(\ 0 Ac )Aj} r 1e 3-9

Equation (3.18) Indicates that if a very short time is consid-

ered then murrint 'ight be c sidered as Ifcreasin l nearly.

iquation (3.!9) indicates tnat for a very stort time the voltage

wi!l decrease approximately linea-ly, Equations (3.15) and
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,(,) I H •

Fig. 3.15. Circuit Used for Calculations -:.
-I1 - 1-I

Open 3.15.l (ma)ui Use orClultin

Source Vo't. Current VV ..cx Comments
Op n C rcou I (ma) _vorsi

PFeak to Peak Peak to volt volt volt volts oh, s tPf Vin

''5 A I I"
2 1.5 .2 .25 12o 4.5 StraightI, • _L in e s

4--.- I'. ____K

I 1V2 to V
Is SI ig~t

2. 6 3.0 15 .3 . 35 i30 8.5 Exponen-
I * tial

__ - I I

3. 6 .5 3.5 - .2 5 .35 .35 -. 6 11• , V 2 V ];

,aiculations Are from the Positive Half Cycle
VI, V2, V3 , V Do Not Include DC Bias Voltage

TABLE 3.2. SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS INDICATING NON-
LINEARITY (f u 2 KC , T .5 msec.)
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(3•.19) denote the responses measured from a time t 0, which

Is the instant that the step Is applied to the circuit. The

present problem., however, involves a square wave of-applied

voltage rather then just a step. Consequently, it wit; be nec-

essaty to consider the response at some time t, [see

Fig. (3.14(c)) when the circuit Is operating In the steady state

in order to relate the waveforms to 0 and Cx. Refer to
kx

Fig. 3.14 for the following discuss!on:

-t ) V5  -' • V , let V X Vle

at , ,(*) , V 2-- f ; ;VVC

l ,t AV;- z X V- -and 41--= ;_ a2-n

so, AJf)( ,;7 wl;ere R = all series resistance except R.,

- V,) (3.20)

Thus Eq. (j.20) gives an expression fov R. tnat contains quan-

tities which can be measured externally to the NIC.

An expression for Cx is derived as follows: as be-

fore,

at,-, Vg,,i V VC and A!/\,-Vc.

atL,(•,\i, -NJ2 , W -- /_ . - and V -
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so A t t I

and at tI (+),

(3.21)

Equation (3.21) gives the voltage across the negative capacl-

tance at the end zf a negative half cycle of the source Vs.

Now between t 1 (4) and t2(-) the source looks like a step of

voltage, and Eq. (3.19) may be used to describe the decrease In

In during this interval of time. Thus, for tI < t < t2 ,

Equation (3.22) contains Va' which cannot bb conveniently

measured, so suostitute Eq. (3.21) Into Eq. (3.22). This .

yileIds, sti ii for tI < t < t ,

Finally, at t t 2 (-), t 2 - t - oie-half period T/2, and

Eq. (3.23) becomes

.-- _ 4.24)

Equations 3.20) and (3.214) together may be used to obtain ex-

perimental values for Rx and Cx for any given source frequenc-

and amplitude. These expressions are ai good as the assumption

that R. and Cx are constints. For examrle, using the circuit
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of Fig. 3,1ý4 (a) with open circuit sourca magnitude of I volt

peak-t -peak and C. 0  I pf, one finds R. = 102 ohms and C.

2.98 iLf: this Is gool agreement with the values predicted in

Eq. (3.9); viz., R. = I10 ohms and C. = -2 pif, where ne;tl-cr

magnitude nor frequency of the driving source was considered

explicitly.

A Table 3.2 shows some additional measurements that

were made aong with Rx and x calculated from Eqs. (3.20)

and (3.2L.). items 2 and 3 of Table 3.2 Lire in error since there

is obviously some z;gnificant nonlinearity due to transistor

action. -he comments aOcompan'ing these two Items Indicate

that the assumptions made in the derivation of Eqs. (3.22) A•nd

(h.24) are not satisfied htere; i.e., that Rx and C. are con-

stant. This can be seen from the fact that vin does not ex-

hibit half-wave symmetry with these magnitudes of driving

sources, however, it is surely true that the parasitic res.st-

ance, R., as well as the negative r.apziltance, Cx, increase in

value with an Increase in the amplitude of the driving source

at least up to some point. The difficulty encountered In meas-

tjring the variation of' RX and Cx tilth changes in current and/or

voltage will be dealt with In tthe next section.

3.6 AttcmEip to Measure Cisarge-Voitage Characteristic

One objective of this exierimental work is to deter-

mine the ronlinear relationsh!jp between the charge and voltage

assocated with a practicil negative capacitance. In the first
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part of this paper a number of calculations were based on the

assumption, of a plecewise linear relationship between charge

and voltage. It is desirable to compare the actual q-v char-

acteristic with the assumed characteristic as well as to deter-

mine which of the lumped circuits of Fig. 2.1 most closely

approximate #'.e actual NOC. The lumped model of the actual NNC

has been clearly shown to be a nonlinear, frequency-dependent

resistance In series with a nonlinear, frequenicy dependent nega-

tive capacitance, the series combination being shunted by a

positive parvsitic capacitance. While the shunt capacitance

can be neglected in some instances, the series resistance cannot

be neglected, and it Is the nonlinearity of this series resist-

ance which prevents a complete measurement of the q-v charac-

terlstic. The bas •c di1ff1urtv |t I n t" -a a ,ra*,,,-e !t I a me-tf!,

at the terminals of the capacitor. it Is certainly Impossible

to get at the Junction connecting R. and Cx for obviously this

clearly defined junction exists only in the modal, not the NIC.

Therefore, it'direct methods must be used; Fig. 3.16 shows

scheme used to measure the voltage across the capacitor based

on the series R-C model and to obtain the charge on the capeci-

tor by Integrating a voltage that Is proportional to the current

througt the capacitor. If the output of the subtractor (0) is

fed to the vertical i•mplifier or an osLil'loscope and thi outout

of the integrator (3 !s fed to the horirontal amplifier of the

_)scilloscope, then the q-v characteristic shauld appear on
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F ig., 3.16:. Setup Used to Display q-v Characteristic

on1 An Osc illoscope
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the face of the scope. As previously mentioned, a voltage

proportional to the charge on the NNC may be obtained by into-

rating a voltage proportional to the current through te NVC.

Since the current I flows through the NUC and R, (neglecting

shunt capacit.•nce), the voltage VI -IR Is integrated and

Invert. d to give a voltage proportiona. to charge; viz., KIq.

To obtain a voltage proportional to the voltage across the ca-

pacitor ;t is necessary to subtract from the Input voltage,

Via, a voltage In phase with and equal to VR; now vIn = iRx +

vc and vI - Iftl, and the output of the inverter (2) Is

+ IlRI therefore, if RI is adjusted so that it Is equal to Rtc,

then the output of the subtracto (I) is + Kvc. Indeed, this

can be shown experimentally to be the case as long as the am-

poiatu'e of the d!-,!ng source ;i 3mall enough that fx Is reason-

ably constant and linear. Wher e(t) Is a square wave the out-

put of the Inverter (2) Is a sqL-are wave [see Fig. 3.18(b)], as

It should be, since the current Is essentially a square wave.

Under these conditions vc Is triangular [see Fig. 1.18(c)].

When e(t) is sinusoldal the picture on the scope Is a convon-

tional Lissajous figure which "ndlcptes a 180 degree phase dif-

ferrnce between vc and qc When the driving voltage Is increased

in order to study the large signal, q-v characteristic; however,

the waveform IR, no longer assumes the same form as the current

because of the nonlinear characterist ics of ft . Since the volt-

age IR, does have rhe s•ae wayeform as the current, it is
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(a) Partial N:C C;rcuit

(b) Model of NNC

Fig. s.17. Def!nitior of Voltage; and Cur-ents
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impossible to "cancel" th, vR Part of vi. with v, a;,-- he

output of the subtractor (I) Is no !onger 4- Uut Is Kyc -

SK(:R + v 1 )Isee Fig. 3.20(c):.
SThe i rverter (2) and -the intelgrator (3) for rhi,', part

of the 3xperlmznt we~re mane with Phi Ibrick opý,ralion•l a:ýipll--

fiers (Model K2-XA); the subtractor (.I) was the differential

input of a Tektronix 503 oscilloscope.

L7 N!C Waveforms

The nonlinearities preseit n the N;C have been re-

ferred to previously. This section presents direct oscilloscope

observations (, their effects. The only elements of the h C

Lircit that ace considereo nonli-ear are the transistors. If

an analytical approach Is tried, then, even for the simple

transistor model that has been ised, the variation of hfe and

A. hie "ith tran.-,sLo.,r Lrrents or voltage must be approximated,

analyticaily; since there ai- zwo transistors in the N!C, the

resulting nonlinear differental equation Is quite complex and

requires that an approx.mate solution be made. No jscfoJ" ap-

proximate solutions have been foijr.d in this work. Various

wavetni s of the N C can oe shown, hc-wever, -.or di fferent values

of driving voltage, and some if sight into the mechan Sm that

caluscs the .ofl;rearities can be oLta!neo .

Two sets of waveforn:s are pres -ted in Figs. ' 1 8

o t , qj•h .•21 The fi sz set ronsists of var'; us N,' •oltages

r- t ta i i it w. e n te e anp I i u d e o f t :e d r vin r ,9 s-u t e s o f s u ch a

4 oVE

, ,-, " .• --- •• •• I• 7•T - ""
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magnitude that the transistor ooeration is essentially linear.

For the seccnri set of 4avcforns the source ampli tude has been

increased untH: a hiyh level of distortion Is present.

A squa.-e w-se source rjas chosen for this p•rt of the

stuay since It was decided that the waveforms would be more

easily Interpreted than If the soLrce were sinusolidal. The

following data &pply to Figs. 3.18 throuoh 3.21 also:

Square wAve frequency: 2 KC

Q point (2N.18A transistors): Ic = i.5 ma ; vce = 20 V

Smali-slgna! npen circuit source voltaqe: 2.3 vptp

Large-signal open circuit source voltage: 7.2 Vpt

Waveforms of the voltages listed below are given for each of

the two case . For convenience these voltages are defined in

Fig. 3.17. The waveforms are presented only for the input

transistor, T-i (see Fig. 3.2), s.ince this transistor bogin5 to

operate In a nonlinear FashIhon before the other transistor does.

The waveforms shown, are:

1. Input voltage, Vir.

2. Inpit current, Itf (Presented as voltzge across 100120)

3. Capacitor voltage, v

I. Capac.tor charge, q

5. q-v characterist!c

6. Collector voltage, vCe

7, Coliector -,:rent, 1 c (Presented voltage across 150()

8. £ase-emltttr vol-aqe,, vk,,



9. Base curreit, Ib (Prese.ted as voltage across 1oon)

10. T. C _ v c i L t,, t- r i-,t 1c.

Only the AL portic . :ie.,e wavefc'rs are qiven. Knowledge

of the Q point ani. :r ,sc;iloscope sensitivity can be used

In most cases to determine tota•l Y ,tages and or currents.

Figures '.l8(a),(b),(c€,(d) show the relationship be-

tween Input voltage and current and the negative-capacitance

vo!tage and charge under small-signal operation. Note that

during the half cycle when current *s positive charge Is in-

creasing, however, v and the voltage across the capacitance,

.,are decraasing. This Indicates that the capacltance is In-

deed negative. Figure 3.18(e) indicates that th, capacitance

is not only negative but 's essentially constant for this ampli-

tude of driving force.

Figure 3.19 hows transistor vo!tags and current wave-

forms under the same conditions !." "9g. 3.18. From Fig. 3.18(c)

it is seen that the total collector, emitter voltage swing about

the Q point Is approximately .25 volt while the collector-

current varies abuut 6 ma above and below the Q point. This ':ý 7

is a rather large current swing but pract!cally no voltage

swine at all. Thýs the loadline for transistor T-1 is almost a

vertical line.

The wavefotms In Fie. 3.20 are for large signal opera-

tion. Figure 3.20(a) sh..ws the distortion that Is present In

the inptt vo tage. Figures 3.20(b) and (d) indicate that the
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current and the charge are reassonably undistorted. However,

Fig. 3.20(c) obviously does not reveal a triangular Y.itage

across the capacitance. Actually Fig. 3-20(c) Is not strictly

the capacitance voltage since the effects of the nonlinear re-

sistor., RP, are present In this waveform as well as the non-

linearity of the capacitance, C.~. For this same reasor

Fig. 3.20(c) Is not truly the q-v c charactt~ristic, although

the negative s!opes of this plot do indicate that tfe capaci-

tance Is still negative.

Figure 3.21 shows transistor currents and voltages

under larroe signal operation. The principal cause of distortion

ran be seen from either Fig. 3.21(b) or Fig. 3.21(c); I.e., on~

the rnagative half cycle of collector current, the collector cur-

ren~t goes to xerc. Although not obvious from Fla .. 2() h

base current ;s also driven to zero at the same time that th-

j czjllector current Is zero.

3.8 Conclusion~s

A theoretical Investigation has been made of the clacs

of circuits which contains lumped models of a potentially real-

lzable -ionlinear negative capacitance In series with resistive,

capacitive and Inductive loads. This series ccmbination Is

driven by a voltage source with nonzero interial resistance.

The lumped models oi the real.izable NNC consist o' all c-.nbina-

tions of one positive !!near resist.~r, one posit've Ilicar in-

$ ductor and a hypothetical nonline.~r caps ;E-pr. Two o~f these



networks are found to be stable on• a small signal basis, I.e.,

when the amplitude of signal variations are assumed to be small

enough that the nonlinear capacitor actually appears to be nega-

live and linear.

When the model of the negatsve capacitance In e*h of

?hese two networks is assumed to contain no inductance the net-

works become identical. When the resultant network Is driven

trom a soldering iron entry it Is capable of voltage amplifica-

tion, and it is also capable of capacitance cancellation; that

is, the negative capacittice Lan be used to cancel the affect

of capac:tive reactance due to a positive capacitor. When this

RC network is driven from a pliers entry It is capable of cur-

rent amplification as wall as :apacitance multiplicetion. The

phenomenon of canxelf-ncs tc , Naw be procticeii-

sicnificant In microelectronic circuitry, since, in the present

state of the art, the values of deposited capacitors are on the

order of picofarads. A negative capacitance miqht be used to

increase signifIcantly the effective deposited capacitance,

thus allcving the circuit designer to work with a much wider

r&nge of capacitor %alues.

Beth phase plane analysis 4;rd Sendixson's negative

criterion have been used to prove that none of the second order

networks can be made ti support an undamped oscillation dus to

the Inclusion of the nonlinear capacitance. These proofs and

energy considerations have hcen used to show that none of the

third order networks ara capable of oscillation.
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Singular point analysis Indicates that all of these

networks have two stable singularities; hence, all are poten-

tial switching circuits; however, it is pointed out that some of

the networks would make more practical switches ti-an other net-

works due to the fact that the loc&tion of the singilar points

can be changed by varying the constant voltage applied to the

network. One of these circuits has been simulated on an analog

computer, and switching acticn from each stable singularity to

the oiher one has been demonstrated. The amplitude of the

switching pulse as well as its duration has been onsidered In

this study. Such a capacitance should be quite useful as a

loss!ess storage device, for when the capacitor :s in either of

its stable states no current flows, hence no power is dissi-

Nonlinear negative capacitance has been prod iced in

the laboratory by means of a negative Impedance converter cir-

cult. This NNC has the expected dissipative element associated

with !t as well as parasitic positive shunt capacitance. The

lumpcd model predicted analytically has been ve.-ifled by both

AC steady state and transient measurements. At tha frequencies

used for testing no inductive effect is eApected ,r noted in

measurements. Use of this realizable nagative capacitance as

a circuit element has been demonstrated by measurements made

to confirm capacitance cancellotion and mu tiplication.
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Waveforms of the varina.a_ tr•s!stcr veltaais and

currents are presented under both small signal and large signal

apaa[;on to point ouL the no-, lnear effect of the transistors

in th- NIC circuit.

, t.

It
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